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In the life science industry, like many sectors, Excel is a proverbial hammer. However, 
not all problems are nails. Launched by Microsoft in the 80s, Excel has become 
ubiquitous as a tool for every department and workflow imaginable, ad hoc analyses, 
back-of-the-envelope calculations and more. 

Excel is on most of our desktops and devices. Ease of access, perception of no-cost 
and the user-friendliness of spreadsheets drive its adoption for more use cases than  
it is truly suited. 

Limitations and risks of using Excel

Although it has its place in the pharma and 
biopharma sector, it is important that drug sponsors 
and development and manufacturing partners 
(CDMOs/CMOs) realize the limitations of Excel  
and the potential risks it can create if relied upon  
for certain data management needs. 

Manual data entry
Spreadsheets are an inferior platform for storing and 
analyzing life science data subject to compliance 
requirements. Spreadsheets create data quality 
issues, as it is easy to input incorrect data – almost 
90% of all spreadsheets have errors1 – and they 
do not integrate with digital data sources such as 
electronic batch records (EBR), lab information 
management systems (LIMS) and manufacturing 
execution systems (MES).

Validating data
Validating data is often a matter of manually 
verifying, using conditional formatting to find 
duplicates, sorting/filtering, and performing find  
and replace. Not only is this time consuming, all  
too often the result is a pattern of data errors.  

Capturing data complexity
Spreadsheets are not designed to manage custom 
time-dependent data or contextualize disparate 
data types (i.e. replicate, continuous, discrete). 

Versioning and collaboration
Even with auto-saving and cloud-based access, 
collaborating using a spreadsheet often involves 
saving, downloading, re-saving and uploading 
versions. Teams typically rely on emailing files  
with variable attention paid to file names that try  
to lock down version with dates and initials. This  
can lead to confusion and possibly working from 
wrong information.

Advanced analyses
Spreadsheets limit users to logic-based functions, 
basic arithmetic and summary statistics. This forces 
users to spend valuable time getting creative with 
their Excel solutions and find workarounds for 
critical analyses.

21 CFR Part 11 compliance 
Excel is not designed to be compliant with FDA 21 
CFR Part 11 guidelines and validation requirements.  
An Excel file is easily transported and hard to track. 
With no audit trail functionality or user-based 
controls, an employee can accidentally or maliciously 
email it to an outside address, print a copy to take 
out of the building or upload it to a shared drive like 
Dropbox or Google Docs, all without traceability.

1Wise, L (2017) Almost 90% of Spreadsheets Have Errors www.idbs.com1
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The true cost of using spreadsheets to manage life science data

Use of spreadsheets in life science development and manufacturing carries  
high tangible costs that may not be so obvious: manual data entry, competing  
data sets entered by different users, version control, security and delayed data 
migration to 21 CFR Part 11-compliant systems. 

Highly paid staff perform manual  
and repetitive data management
Spreadsheets take time to set up and maintain. 
Often, it is highly paid and skilled SMEs that spend 
time building them, creating formulas, formatting 
cells and much more. Managing spreadsheets takes 
up time and resource availability, accruing high costs 
for your organization. 

Spreadsheet errors create financial  
risk and liability
Monumental spreadsheet blunders are more 
common than you might imagine. Organizations who 
rely on Excel in ways that are poorly suited for its 
use create potential for failure and even disastrous 
results. In 2008, Barclays Capital acquired 179 
bad contracts from Lehman Brothers because of a 
spreadsheet that included hidden rows containing 
contracts intended to be excluded from the deal. In 
2014, Trans Alta, a Canadian power generator, lost 
$24,000,000 in a contract purchase after a copy and 
paste error in a spreadsheet mistakenly increased 
sales pricing. Many other costly examples abound. 

Corporate knowledge suffers when 
spreadsheet builders leave
Excel spreadsheets are often assembled with 
little thought to maintaining them. They make 
their way into ongoing business operations where 
they proliferate without the proper document 
management and/or change control measures.  
Over time, the individuals who built the spreadsheets 
make changes, and then they revise their changes. 
Eventually, the person responsible for creating and 
maintaining the spreadsheet leaves for another 
department, takes another job or retires.  

 

Four signs you need  
to move off of Excel

1. Multiple users rely on spreadsheets  
to analyze like data

2. Spreadsheets store sensitive patient data

3. Spreadsheets are not securely  
version-controlled

4. Excel is used to store/analyze 
batch information 

If your team relies on spreadsheets for  
any of these tasks, it's time to move off of 
Excel-based solutions to Skyland PIMS 
process information management system.

Gartner estimates that inaccurate 
and incomplete data cost 

organizations $14,200,000 on 
average every year. Spreadsheets 

are the biggest source of data 
quality issues.
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Accelerate business performance, reduce risks, cut costs

Spreadsheet-based workflows have their place, however there are other solutions 
that are easier to use, scale across the enterprise and are purpose-built for the 
complexities of life science manufacturing. Skyland PIMS offers drug sponsors  
and CDMOs/CMOs an easy-to-use, single-source-of-truth process data collaboration 
platform that ensures 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, data transparency and data integrity 
throughout the product lifecycle and across the supply chain. 

Data contextualization
Skyland PIMS provides or preserves the context of 
disparate data needed for analysis. Based upon the 
framework of your process definition (process map 
or hierarchy), PIMS’ Data Cascade feature allows  
data to be digitally retrieved or entered once for 
auto-generation of charts, reports and alerts 
without manual data transfers and the creation  
of custom formulas. 

Data integrity
Skyland PIMS enables customers to cohere paper, 
spreadsheet and digital data throughout the supply  
chain with controlled data entry and fewer human 
errors. Easy batch data entry, form creation and 
alerts, automatic derived values and querying of 
data directly from disparate data systems (LIMS, 
MES, EBR) increases the data fidelity. 

Collaboration and compliance
Skyland PIMS cloud-based platform was designed 
for secure data sharing among internal and external  
teams establishing a single source of data truth.  
User roles and permission settings align data entry,  
transfer, viewing and approvals with business needs, 
SOPs and FDA guidelines.

Persistent knowledge base throughout 
the product lifecycle
Serving as a persistent product and process data 
library, Skyland PIMS ensures process knowledge 
is maintained across the global supply chain and 
throughout the product lifecycle. PIMS supports 
document attachments, comments, URLs and 
flowcharts for additional context and includes 
a complete audit trail of data entries including 
authorship, change justifications and time stamp. 

 

Avoid the time, cost and risks of spreadsheets. Skyland PIMS was  
designed for the life science industry by the developers of the very first  
drug manufacturing informatics tool. Enhanced and cloud-based, PIMS  
is the industry-leading data management tool which orchestrates the 
aggregation, analysis and sharing of product and process data in a 
21 CFR Part 11 compliant, validatable workspace. With Skyland PIMS,  
your team will improve data integrity, remain compliant and make better, 
faster product and process decisions with confidence.  
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About IDBS
IDBS helps life science organizations accelerate the discovery, development and 
commercialization of products and therapies that transform the lives of populations 
worldwide. From lab through manufacturing, IDBS uses its 30+ years of experience 
working with a diverse list of customers - including 22 of the top 25 global pharma 
companies - and deep expertise in scientific informatics and product and process  
data management to tackle today’s most complex challenges. In addition to 
E-WorkBook for R&I, IDBS offers an innovative software platform for BioPharma 
Lifecycle Management (BPLM). The unique capabilities of its cloud-based  
IDBS Polar and Skyland PIMS process solutions serve as a digital data backbone  
for quick access to critical information and key insights across the supply chain.

Find out more about smarter drug  
manufacturing process data management.

UK (HQ)     USA     JAPAN     GERMANY     FRANCE     INDIA
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